This article contains an application of the author's previous work on cohomology theories on a space to an exposition of singular theory. After a summary of the relevant concepts concerning cohomology theories in general, singular homology and singular cohomology with local coefficients are defined. Each of these is presented in two versions, one with compact supports and one with arbitrary closed supports. It is shown that each version satisfies an appropriate duality theorem for arbitrary (i.e. nonorientable) topological manifolds.
1. Introduction. This paper is a presentation of singular homology and cohomology theory with local coefficients. Included is a treatment of the usual singular homology with compact supports (which is based on finite chains) and the singular homology based on locally finite chains. The former is a weakly additive theory and the latter is an additive theory.
Similarly, there are two types of singular cohomology, one with compact supports and one with arbitrary supports. In an n-manifold X the basic duality theorem asserts the isomorphism of the two types of ^-dimensional homology for an open pair (U, V) in X to the corresponding two types of (n -q)-dimensional cohomology of the complementary closed pair (X -V, X -U) with coefficient systems suitably related.
Our approach is to study homology and cohomology on a fixed space X and to prove the duality theorem referred to above by comparing two cohomology theories on X, one being the appropriate homology of the open pair in complementary dimension and the other being the corresponding cohomology theory of the complementary closed pair. For this we present the relevant concepts concerning such theories and a review of the comparison theorem for them.
Thus, the paper is divided into two parts, § §2 through 5 are devoted to general concepts concerning covariant and contravariant functors defined on pairs in a space, and § §6 through 10 are devoted to applications of these ideas to singular homology and cohomology and to a proof of the duality theorem for manifolds.
Many of the results in the paper seem to be known in some form but not readily available in the literature. What is new is the generality of our treatment and the methods used. The presentation is reasonably self contained except for two results. The first is the main comparison theorem (stated below in Theorem 2.1) whose proof can be found in various forms in any of the references [9, 12, 13] . The second is the existence of a Thom class for arbitrary manifolds (needed in §10 for the duality theorems) a proof of which can be found in [7] . Section 2 contains definitions of a cohomology (homology) functor on X as a contravariant (covariant) functor from closed (open) pairs in X to the category of graded modules, together with a suitable natural transformation, such that continuity, excision, and exactness are satisfied. The main comparison theorem for cohomology functors is stated as well as a dual for homology functors.
In §3 we review some notation and terminology for chain (cochain) complexes, and in §4 we consider chain (cochain) functors on a space. These are often used in constructions to obtain homology (cohomology) functors. In §5 we introduce chain (cochain) prefunctors. These may be obtained by applying the hom functor to cochain (chain) functors. By taking suitable direct limits of a prefunctor one obtains a corresponding functor. Since the hom functor converts direct sums of modules to direct products, it takes weakly additive functors into additive prefunctors.
In §6 we define the singular chain complex with a local system as coefficients. This is a weakly additive theory. In §7 we consider locally finite singular chains and obtain an additive singular chain functor with local coefficients. We prove that in a locally compact finite polyhedron the corresponding homology is isomorphic to the cellular homology of the polyhedron based on infinite chains. In §8 we introduce singular cohomology with local coefficients. By using the hom functor on singular cochains with compact support we construct another additive homology functor. This is compared with the one based on locally finite singular chains, and the two are shown to be isomorphic on manifolds.
Sections 9 and 10 are devoted to a proof of the duality theorem for manifolds. The algebraic machinery necessary to compare singular homology of an open pair in X with cohomology of the complementary closed pair is set up in §9. This uses a suitable cohomology class
Uin(XxX,XxX-δ(X))
where δ(X) is the diagonal of Xx X.
In §10 we consider the case where X is an n manifold and U is its Thorn class and deduce the duality theorem. Some variants of duality are also discussed.
Cohomology and homology functors.
We assume throughout that the space X is paracompact and Hausdorff. This isn't absolutely essential for some of the results but it simplifies the presentation and suffices for our applications. R will denote a fixed principal ideal domain. All modules will be over R.
A cohomology functor AT*, 5* on X consists of: 
Excision. For closed sets A, B in X there is an isomorphism p: H*(A UB,B)& H*(A ,AnB) where p(u) = u\(A, A nB) for u e H*(A uB,B).
Exactness. For every closed triple (A, B, C) in X the following sequence is exact
What is here called continuity was called tautness in [8, 9] . This definition of a cohomology functor is equivalent to that of an ES Theory [10, 11, 12] although it is formally different. The definition given here is more convenient for dualization. It is a consequence that every cohomology functor defines a cohomology theory H', δ' on X (as defined in [9, 12] ) in which H'(A) = H*(A, 0) and δ': H'(AnB) -> H'(A\JB) is suitably defined. The cohomology functor is nonnegative if H q (A, B) = 0 for # < 0 and all closed pairs {A,B).
A family {Sj}j € j of subsets of X is discrete if each point of X has a neighborhood meeting at most one element of the family. Given a discrete family {{Aj, Bj)} jeJ of closed pairs in X, for each j eJ let C/ = UΪ/ 7 Ai, a closed set in X. For each j e J there are restriction homomorphisms
The cohomology functor is said to be weakly additive if the homomorphisms {pj} define an isomorphism H*(Aj\JCj 9 Bj\jCj)κH*l\J(A J9 Bj) \jeJ for every discrete family {(Aj, Bj)} je j, and it is additive if the homomorphisms {pj} define an isomorphism jeJ for every discrete family {(Aj?, Bj)}j eJ .
(Note that, by excision, if*(4/ U C/, ^ U C, ) = //*(^ U (Bj U C/), 5 7 U Cj) « //*(^y , J?/) for each 7 € /, so weak additivity as defined above is equivalent to that defined in [13] .)
A homomorphism φ: Hf , δ^ -• 7/|, J2 between two cohomology functors on the same space X is a natural transformation from HI to //I (of degree 0) which commutes up to sign with δ\, δ^ -The following is a consequence of the main comparison theorem for cohomology theories [9, 12, 13] and the five lemma. THEOREM 2.1. Let φ: H\, δ^ -• //£, ^2 ^ α homomorphism-between cohomology functors on X and suppose both are weakly additive or both are additive. Suppose there is n such that φ: Hf(x 9 0) -> H^x, 0) is an n-equivalence for all x e X. If both H*, δf and H2, δ% are nonnegative or if X is locally finite dimensional then φ: H\{A, B) -• H^A, B) is an n-equivalence for all closed (A, B) in X.
Dually, a homology functor H*, d* on X consists of: 
J
The homology functor is weakly additive if the homomorphisms define an isomorphism for every discrete family {((//, Vj)}jeJ > an d it is additive if the homomorphisms {ifi define an isomorphism jeJ for every discrete family {(C//, F/)}./€/ Complementation and sign changing interchanges homology functors and cohomology functors. That is, the equation
can be used to define a covariant functor 77* on open pairs if 77* is given on closed pairs, or conversely, defines 77* on closed pairs if 77* is given on open pairs. In each case there is a similar way to relate δ* and d* so that corresponding to a homology functor 77*, <9* there is a cohomology functor and conversely. Complementation in this form does not preserve nonnegativity but does preserve weak additivity and additivity and it is involutive.
A homomorphism h: 77*, d* -•//£, dl between two homology functors on the same space is a natural transformation from 77* to 77* commuting up to sign with <9* and dl. The following comparison theorem is one consequence of Theorem 2.1 obtained by complementation and sign changing. THEOREM 2.2. Let h: 77*, <9* -• 77**, dl be a homomorphism between two homology functors on X and suppose that both are weakly additive or both are additive. If h: 77*(X, X -x) -> 77^(X, X -x) is an isomorphism for all x e X and X is locally finite dimensional then h: H*(U, V) -> Hl(U, V) is an isomorphism for every open pair (U, V) in X.
Chain complexes.
In the next section we will see that a homology (or cohomology) functor can be obtained from a functor from open (or closed) pairs to the category of chain (or cochain) complexes having properties analogous to the continuity, excision, and exactness properties.
In this section we summarize some definitions and properties of chain complexes over 7?. By changing the sign of the degree in such a complex we obtain a cochain complex and vice versa. This procedure will be referred to as "the sign changing trick" and implies that results valid for chain (or cochain) complexes have analogues valid for cochain (or chain) complexes.
A chain transformation between two chain complexes is called a weak chain equivalence [3] if it induces isomoφhisms of the respective homology modules. Every chain equivalence is a weak chain equivalence, and every weak chain equivalence between free chain complexes is a chain equivalence (recall that R was assumed to be a principal ideal domain). In a similar fashion we define the concept of weak cochain equivalence between cochain complexes.
Let θ: C -> C be a chain transformation and let G be an Rmodule. Then 0 ® 1: C®G -> C®G is a chain transformation, and if θ is a chain equivalence, so is θ ® 1. However, if θ is a weak chain equivalence, then θ ® 1 need not be a weak chain equivalence. We will replace C ® G by another chain complex which is a functor of C and (7 such that a weak chain equivalence of C will induce a weak chain equivalence on the new chain complex. The main interest in this construction is in the case of chain complexes which are not free.
Let 0 -> Pi Λ P o Λ G -> 0 be a free presentation of G. Then P = {Po > Λ , #} is a free chain complex with G if# = 0, and there is a weak chain equivalence e: P -* ((7, 0) where ((7,0) is the chain complex with G in degree 0 and trivial chain modules in degrees other than 0. If P ι is another free chain complex with ε': P' -• ((?, 0) a weak chain equivalence, there is a chain equivalence τ:P-*F such that δ'oτ = ε. Consider the complex C®P. Since P is free it is a consequence of the Kunneth formula [8] that for every q there is a split short exact sequence (universal coefficient formula)
; is a weak chain equivalence, so is θ <S> 1: C®P -• C(S)P, and if C is a free chain complex, then 1 ®ε: C® P -^ C ® G is a weak chain equivalence. Finally, if P f is another free chain complex with e f : P f -• ((7, 0) a weak chain equivalence, then C®P and C®P ; are chain equivalent. Therefore, H*{C®P) depends canonically on C and G.
If C, C are chain complexes there is a chain complex hom(C, C) [3] where hom(C, C') q is the module of homomoφhisms φ from C to C of degree q (so φ(Q) c C _^ for all /) and with d": hom(C, C 7 )* -> hom(C, C%-i defined by d"(φ) = d'oφ+(-l)<*φod . Then d"d" = 0 so hom(C, C) is a chain complex. Note that hom(C, (G, 0)) q = hom(Cq , G) so that if C is a nonnegative chain complex, hom(C, (G, 0)) is a nonpositive chain complex. In this case we consider hom(C, (G, 0)) as a nonnegative cochain complex by changing the sign of the degree. Similarly if C* is a nonnegative cochain complex we change the sign of its degree and obtain a nonnegative chain complex hom(C*, (G, 0)).
If is a weak cochain equivalence. Finally if Q is another injective cochain complex with a weak cochain equivalence η f : (G, 0) -• Q 7 , then there is a cochain equivalence hom(C, Q)-^hom(C, Q'). Therefore, 77*(hom(C, Q)) depends canonically on C and G. Similarly if C* is a cochain complex then hom(C*, Q) is a chain complex (with hom(C*, Q) q consisting of pairs (^o, ψ\) where ΨQ\ C q -> 2° and 4. Chain and cochain functors. It is frequently the case that a homology (cohomology) functor is obtained from a suitable chain (cochain) functor on the space. This section contains the relevant definitions.
A chain functor C* on a topological space X is a covariant functor from the category of open pairs in X to the category of chain com-
such that the following three properties are valid:
For every open pair (U, F) there is a weak chain equivalence
For open sets U, F in X there is a weak chain equivalence i: C*((7, £/nF)-+C*(£/UF, F). If C* is a chain functor on X and G is an R module, there is a homology functor H*( , ;G) on X with H q (U, V\ G) = H q (C*(U, V)®P) {where P is a free resolution of G) and <9* the connecting homomorphism corresponding to the exact sequence
Exactness
If C* is nonnegative or weakly additive, the same is true of //*(•, G), Proof. The operation on chain complexes of forming their tensor product with P commutes with direct sums and direct limits, takes weak chain equivalences into weak chain equivalences, and takes short exact sequences into short exact sequences. Therefore, the continuity, excision, and exactness properties of C* yield the corresponding properties of i/*( , •; G), <9*. Nonnegativity of C* clearly implies nonnegativity of 77* ( , G) and weak additivity of C* implies weak additivity of #*(•, . G). D Additivity of C* does not imply additivity of //*(•, G) because tensor product of chain complexes with P does not commute with infinite products.
Thus, weakly additive homology functors can be obtained from weakly additive chain functors. To get additive homology functors, in the next section we shall use the hom( , Q) construction applied to a weakly additive cochain functor. Therefore, we now introduce the concept of a cochain functor, dual to that of a chain functor.
A cochain functor C* on X is a contravariant functor from closed pairs in X to the category of cochain complexes of R modules interchanges chain and cochain functors preserving weak additivity and additivity (but not nonnegativity). The following analogue of Theorem 4.1 is obtained by complementation and sign changing. THEOREM 
If C* is a cochain functor on X and G is an R module, there is a cohomology functor //"*(•, •; G), δ* on X with H«(A ,B;G) = H<*(C*(A, B) ® P) {where P is a free resolution of G) and δ* is the connecting homomorphism corresponding to the exact sequence
If C* is weakly additive the same is true of H*{*, \G).
Prefunctors.
We have viewed homology on X as a covariant functor on open pairs of X and so our chain functors are also covariant functors on open pairs of X. Dually cohomology on X is a contravariant functor from closed pairs of X and the corresponding cochain functors are also contravariant functors on closed pairs. It may happen that we encounter or construct a covariant functor from closed pairs of X or a contravariant functor from open pairs. If such functors satisfy suitable hypotheses they are called chain (cochain) prefunctors on X. By passing to appropriate direct limits they give rise to chain (cochain) functors.
One way of constructing a chain (cochain) prefunctor is to apply hom( , Q) to a cochain (chain) functor (where Q is an injective resolution of a module G). This procedure applied to a weakly additive cochain (chain) functor yields an additive chain (cochain) prefunctor.
A where Q is an injective resolution of G. Then C* is a cochain prefunctor on X. If C* is weakly additive, then C* is additive. Dually if C* is a (weakly additive) chain functor define, for a closed pair (A 9 ''B) in X, Then C*(A> B) is an (additive) chain prefunctor on X.
Proof. Because Q is an injective complex, the excision property of C* implies that of C* and the exactness property of C* implies that of C*. Thus, C* is a cochain prefunctor.
Assume C* is weakly additive. We prove C* is additive. Let {(£//, Vj)} je j be a discrete family of open pairs. Then there is a weak chain equivalence \j£J Therefore, there is a weak cochain equivalence hoπψ , 1): horn C* \J(Uj, Vj) , Q -+homl®C.(Uj,Vj),Q\. of (A, B) with (M, N) c (U, V). Using this and the definition of C* it follows that C* is continuous.
Since the cohomology of a direct limit of cochain complexes is the direct limit of the cohomology of the cochain complexes, the excision property for C* follows from that for C*.
Since the direct limit of exact sequences is exact, the exactness property for C* follows from that for C*.
Therefore, C* is a cochain functor. To prove it is additive if C* is, note that, since X is paracompact, it is collectionwise normal. Hence, if {(Aj, Bj)} je j is a discrete family of closed pairs in X there exist discrete families of open pairs {(Uj, Vj)} je j with (Aj, Bj) c (Uj, Vj) for each j, and as these discrete families vary over such neighborhoods their unions \JJ € J(UJ , Vj) form a cofinal family of open neighborhoods of \Jj eJ (Aj, Bj). Since C* is additive, there is a weak cochain equivalence
Taking the direct limit of both sides as (Uj, Vj) vary over discrete neighborhoods of (Aj, Bj) yields the additivity of C*. This proves the result for C*.
The result for C* follows similarly. D Combining Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 we obtain the following. Then C* is an (additive) homology functor on X. D REMARK 5.4. In Corollary 5.3 if C* (or C*) is nonnegative it is not true that C* (or CJ is nonnegative; however, the corresponding cohomology functor Ή* (or homology functor /7J determined by C* (CJ is nonnegative because of the universal coefficient formula.
Even for prefunctors which are neither weakly additive nor additive we can obtain weakly additive functors by using limits over compact (or cobounded) sets as we now describe. (Recall that a set A c X is cobounded if X -A has compact closure.) THEOREM Then C_l is a weakly additive chain functor on X.
Proof. The proof that C* is a cochain functor (and C* * s a chain functor) is analogous to the proof in Theorem 5.2 that C* (CJ is a cochain (chain) functor.
We show C* is weakly additive. Let {(Aj, Bj)} jeJ be a discrete family of closed pairs in X and let (U, V) be an open cobounded neighborhood of \Jj eJ (Aj, Bj) . Then there is a finite set F c / such that j φ. F implies Aj c V (since X-V is compact it can meet only finitely many Aj's). If w e c£(U/ € /C4/ > ^/)) ^a s ^e f°r m u = {v} where i; G C*(C/, F) then w| U 7 ^ F(^7 » ^7) = 0 so ( b Y the analogue of the Lemma in [13]) it follows that C* is weakly additive. D 6 Singular homology. In this section we introduce the usual singular homology of X with coefficients in a local system. This is a weakly additive homology functor on X. A corresponding additive homology functor will be introduced in the next section. Our treatment of singular theory dates back to Eilenberg [5] and is the one most commonly used since the appearance of [5] .
We begin by recalling some properties of local systems. Local systems were defined by Steenrod [14] . The definitions below are equivalent to his. A local system [8] Γ of R modules on a space X is a function associating to every x e X an R module Γ x and to every path ω: I -> X a homomorphism Γ ω : Γ ω ( 0 ) -> Γ ω( i) (this is the reverse of the definition in [8] ) such that:
(1) If ε x is the constant path at x , then Γ ε^ = l Γ(x) .
(2) If ω(l) = ω'(0) the product path ω*ω' is defined and T ω^ω > = Γ ω ' o T ω : Γ ω(0 ) -> Γ ω'(i) (3) If ω and ω' are homotopic paths (i.e. homotopic relative to {0, 1}), then Γ ω = Y ω >: Γ ω(0 ) -> Γ ω (1) .
Let /: Y -• X be a continuous map and Γ a local system on X. A Γ section of / is a function s assigning to every y e Y an element s(y) G Γf( y ) such that, for every path ω in 7, Γf oω (s(ω(0))) = s(ω(l)). The set of all such Γ sections of / is an R module Γ(/) under pointwise operations of functions. In case Y is path connected and every closed path in Y is mapped by / into a null homotopic path in X (e.g. if Y is simply connected), then for every y 0 e Y the map φ$: Γ(/) -• Γy^ ) defined by ψo(s) = s(yo) is an isomorphism.
If Γ is a local system and G is an R module, hom(Γ, G) is the local system (hom(Γ, G)) x = hom(Γ x , G) and, for ω a path in X, (hom(Γ, G)) ω : (hom(Γ, G) 
Two local systems Γ and F are paired to an R module G if there is bilinear map ( , •): ΓxφΓ^ -• G for each x such that if ω is a path in X then for γ e Γ ω(0) , γ e Γ ω(0) we have (γ, γ') -(T ω (γ), Γ ω (/)). EXAMPLE 6.1. There is a pairing of hom(Γ, G) and Γ to G defined by (<P>V) = φ(ϊ) for γ eΓ x and ^ e (hom(Γ, G)) x -hom(Γ x , G).
If Γ and Γ are paired to G then for every path connected Y and map /: Y -* X there is a pairing of Γ(/) and Γ'(/) to G defined by (s,s') = (5(y), ^(y)) for y e Y (the value of (s(y),s'(y)) is independent of y e Y because Y is path connected).
For q < 0 define Δ^(X; Γ) = 0 and for <? > 0 define A g (X; Γ) to be set of all finitely non-zero functions c which assign to every singular -simplex σ: A g -> X an element c(σ) G Γ(σ). Then A q (X] Γ) is an R module under pointwise operations of functions. If g σ e Γ(σ) let g σ σ denote the element of A q (X Γ) such that 0 iϊσφσ', if σ = σ 1 .
Then every element c e A q (X;Γ)
has the form c = ^σ g σ σ where # σ = 0 except for a finite set of σ 's.
If gσ e Γ(σ) and σ^ is the /th face of σ, then g σ \σ^ e Γ(σ^).
Thus, there is a homomorphism defined by d(Σ σ g σ σ) = Σ σ Σo<i< g (^y(8σW {i) )σ {i) . It is easily verified that dd = 0 so that Δ*(X Γ) = {A q (X Γ), a} is a nonnegative chain complex. If c = Σ σ g^cr its support \c\ = \J{σ(Δ q )\g σ Φ 0}, a compact subset of X. If 4 c X, then Δ*(Λ ;Γ) = {CG Δ*(X Γ)||c| ĉ 4} is a subcomplex of Δ*(X Γ), and we define so there is a short exact sequence 0 -\*{A Γ) -> Δ*(X Γ) ^ Δ*(X,A;Γ)->0. For excision let ^ be a collection of subsets of X and define Δ*(^ Γ) to be the subcomplex of Δ*(X Γ) consisting of finite sums Σcj such that for each j, Cj £ Δ*(X; Γ) and there is some Vj e Ψ° with \CJ\ c Vj. If Ψ" is a collection of subsets of ^4 such that A = U F(Ξ^i ntF', then the inclusion map Δ*(?^; Γ) c Δ#(^4; Γ) is a chain equivalence (proof analogous to that of Theorem 14 on p. If (U, V, W) is an open triple in X there is a short exact sequence so exactness is satisfied.
Thus, Δ*( , •) is a nonnegative (by definition) chain functor. It is weakly additive because every chain has compact supports [13] . D It follows from Theorem 6.2 that for every R module G the singular homology on X with coefficients T®G, denoted by //•(•, Γ® G) and defined by H q (U, V; Γ® G) = H q {A*{U, V; Γ) ® P) (where /> is a projective resolution of G 1 ) is a nonnegative weakly additive homology functor on X.
7. Locally finite singular homology. In this section we introduce the locally finite singular chains to obtain an additive homology functor. In a special situation we relate this new homology to limits of the usual singular homology. This is applied to show that for a locally finite simplicial complex the locally finite singular homology is isomorphic to the simplicial homology based on infinite chains. The locally finite singular homology was considered in Seminaire Cartan [2] where it was called "singular homology of the second kind".
For j>0a function c which assigns to every singular (/-simplex σ: A q -• X an element c(σ) e Γ(σ) is called a locally finite q-chain if {σ(A q )\c(σ) φ 0} is a locally finite family in X. The locally finitê -chains form an R module A™{X\ Γ) under the usual operations on functions. For q < 0 we define A™(X Γ) = 0. If c e A™(X Γ) with 0 < q its support \c\ = \J{σ(A g )\c(σ) Φ 0}, a closed subset of X. If c €Δ£°(X; Γ) with ?<0we define |c| = 0. If {Cj} je j is a family of elements of A™(X; Γ) it is said to be locally finite if the family of supports {\cj\}j e j is locally finite. In this case the sum Σ/e/ c j * s defined as an element of A™(X Γ) (because for every singular ^-simplex σ, σ{A q ) is compact so meets only finitely many \CJ\ and so Cj(σ) = 0 except for a finite set of 's). In particular, if q > 0 and c = Σ σ g σ σ e A™(X; Γ), then iy(gσW {i) )σ {i) }g σ ϊθ is a locally finite family so Σ (-mg σ 0<i<q and there is a homomorphism such that d(Σ σ gσσ) = Σ σ Σo<i< σ (-iY(gσ\σW)σW. Then \dc\ c |c| and ddc = 0 so there is a nonnegative chain complex Δ£°(X; Γ) = {Δ£°(X; Γ), d} of locally finite singular chains with coefficients Γ. We define H™>{X Γ) = H q (Δ?(X Γ)).
Clearly Δ*(X; Γ) c Δf(X; Γ) (in fact, Δ*(X; Γ) is the subcomplex of Δ£°(X; Γ) of chains having compact support) so there is a homomorphism H q (X 9 Γ)-+H? (X;Γ) .
If A c X we define X Δ?(A;Γ) = {c G A™(X; Γ)\\c\ c Λ}. This is a subcomplex of A™(X Γ) and consists of chains in A which are locally finite in X (a stronger condition than being locally finite in A). We define X H?(A\ Γ) = H*( x Af(A\ Γ)). In case Λ is closed in X, *Δ~(Λ Γ) = Δ2°(Λ Γ) so that X H?(A Γ) = H?>(A Γ) in this case.
If c G X Δ^°(^4 Γ) there is a set F closed in X with F c A such that c G ΔfCF Γ) (for example, F = |c|). Therefore, if {^;} ;€ / is a family of subsets of A directed upward by inclusion such that every subset of A which is closed in X is contained in Aj for some j G / then X Δ? For excision let ^ be a family of subsets of X and define
x Af(T\ Γ) to be the subcomplex of Δ2°(ΛΓ; Γ) consisting of locally finite sums Σ jeJ Cj such that for each j G /, c 7 -€ Δ£°(X; Γ) and there is some Vj• e Ψ' with \CJ\ c Vj. If 2^ is a collection of subsets of ^4 such that A = |J FG^i ntF then the inclusion map X Δ£°(5^ Γ) c X A™(A Γ) is a chain equivalence (proof analogous to that of Theorem 14 on p. 178 of [8] ). Excision follows from this (as in the proof of excision in Theorem 6.1).
If (U, V, fF) is an open triple in X there is a short exact sequence so exactness is satisfied.
Thus, Δ£° is a nonnegative chain functor on X. To show it is additive suppose {Uj} je j is a discrete family of open sets in X and V C \JjeJ Uj * s °P en Then there are isomorphisms and additivity of Δ£° follows. D Thus, usual singular homology is obtained from a weakly additive chain functor and locally finite singular homology is obtained from an additive chain functor. In case X is compact the two theories agree. The following is a generalization of this. LEMMA 
If B c A and A -B has compact closure in X then
Proof. If A -B has compact closure in X, then for c e X A™{A, B\ Γ) the set {σ\c{σ) φ 0 and σ(Δ*) Π {A -B) φ 0} is finite. Therefore, Proof, (Note that a sequence {Q} of subsets of X satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem exists if and only if X is a σ-compact space as defined in Dugundji [4] .) For each / there is a quotient chain map τr. Δ^(X; Γ) -> X A?(X, X -Q Γ) and these define a chain map τ: Δ-(X; Γ) -> Hm{ x Δr(X, X -Q Γ)}.
We prove τ is an isomorphism. If c G Δ£°(X; Γ) is in kerτ then τ/(c) = 0 for each / so c G Z Δ£°(X -C z Γ) for each z. Since U/ Q = X, it follows that f|, X Δ£°(X -Q Γ) = 0 so c = 0 and τ is a monomorphism.
To show τ is an epimorphism let {c, G X ΔJ°(X, X -C z Γ)} be an element in lim { X Δ£°(X, X -C, Γ)} . The element c/ can be regarded as a locally finite sum of singular simplexes each having support which meets Q . Similarly Q + I is a locally finite sum of singular simplexes each having support which meets C/+i. The condition that c, +i maps to Q implies that on singular simplexes whose support meets C\ both Ci and c/ +1 have the same value. Therefore, there is a chain C = Σ SσO in X such that if \σ\ nCf Φ 0 then g σ = the value of c, on σ. We show c is a locally finite chain in X. Since X = (J int Q , if x G X there is i such that x e intC/. If |σ| n intC/ ^ 0 then \σ\Γ\Ci Φ 0 so g σ is the value of c, on σ. Since C/ is a locally finite chain, there is a neighborhood N of x such that there are only a finite number of σ 's with \σ\Π N Φ 0 and Q(σ) Φ 0. Then TV n int C z is a neighborhood of x such that there are only finitely many σ 's with |σ| Π (TV Π int Q) ^ 0 and g σ φ 0. Therefore, c G ΔJ°(X Γ) and clearly τ(c) = {τ, (c)} = {c z } so τ is an epimorphism. By Lemma 7.2 since C z is compact, there is an isomorphism Δ*(X, X -Q Γ) « Z Δ^°(X, X -Q Γ) so that Δf(X Γ) is isomorphic to lim{Δ*(X,X -C Z ;Γ)}.
Each of the chain maps Δ*(X, X -C i+ χ Γ) -> Δ*(X, X -C/ Γ) is an epimorphism so by A.15 on p. 402 of [6] , lim^Δ^X, X-Q• Γ)} = 0, and then by A.19 on p. 407 of [6] there is a short exact sequence 0--H™{X\ Γ) -lim{//^(X, X -Q Γ)} -> 0. D
We use this last result to show that for the space of a locally finite simplicial complex K, then H™{\K\\ Γ) is isomorphic to the homology group of the complex of infinite simplicial chains with coefficients Γ.
Let K be a locally finite simplicial complex and let C£°(K; Γ) be the infinite chain complex of oriented simplexes with coefficients Γ (thus an element c e C%°(K; Γ) is a function assigning to every oriented ^-simplex σ of K an element c(σ) e T(\σ\) such that if a' is the oppositely oriented simplex then c(σ) + c(σ f ) = 0). Similarly let A™{K\ Γ) be the infinite chain complex of ordered simplexes with coefficients Γ (so c e A^(K; Γ) is a function assigning to every ordered ^-simplex σ of K an element c(σ) e Γ(|σ|)). There are natural chain maps [8] Since the vertical maps on the sides are known to be isomorphisms, the result follows from the 5-lemma. D
Singular cohomology.
In this section we define the singular cohomology of X which coefficients in a local system, and, using this, we define another additive homology function X which we compare with the one defined in the last section.
Let Γ be a local system on X and for a pair where σ: A i+1 -• M and if g e Γ(σ(')) then g e Γ(cr) is the unique element such that g\σ^ = g. Then <$<J = 0 so there is a cochain complex A*(M, N Γ) = {A*(M, N Γ) , δ} .
In Now for any g e Γ(σ^)) we have (g, ^σ) = (g, 5" σ |σ^^). Therefore,
In case Γ = hom(Γ, G) we have *(A, B Γ) . It is a nonnegative additive cohomology functor on X. Note that H* (A, B Γ) is not the singular cohomology of (A, B) with coefficients Γ but is the limit of the singular cohomology of open neighborhoods Of {A, B). (However, because (X, 0) is an open pair, 77* (X, 0 Γ) = H*(X, 0; Γ) is the singular cohomology of (X, 0).) In case X is an HLC space, H*(A, B\ Γ) is isomorphic to the Cech-Alexander cohomology of (A, B) with coefficients Γ [9] .
Similarly by Theorem 5.5 there is a weakly additive cochain functor Δ* which assigns to a closed pair (A, B) in X the cochain complex Passing to the direct limit of both sides as (A, B) varies over closed pairs in (U, V) yields the homomorphism φ: X A™(U, V; hom(Γ ? G)) ->Δ,(t/, V; hom(Γ, G)) and φd = dφ.
So ^ is a natural chain map and determines a homomorphism φ* from X //J°( , •; hom(Γ, G)), <9* to #*(•, •; hom(Γ, G)) 9 <9* both nonnegative additive homology functors on X.
If X is finite dimensional it would follow from Theorem 2.2 that if φ* were an isomorphism for pairs of the form (X, X -x) for x E X then <p* would be an isomorphism for all open (U, V) in X. To obtain the local result we consider the case of an n manifold (i.e. a paracompact Hausdorff space in which each point has an open neighborhood homomorphic to R n ).
is an isomorphism for all x e X.
Proof. Since X -(X -x) = x is compact, it follows from Lemma 7.2 that X H™{X, X-x;
hom(Γ, G)) « /^(X, X -JC hom(Γ, G)).
Let C/ be an open neighborhood of x with U homomorphic to a closed n ball. Then /^(F, V-x hom(Γ, G)) « //^(X, Xx hom(Γ, G)).
Since U is simply connected, hom(Γ, G) is equivalent to a constant system on ΊJ so that hom(Γ x , G), qφn.
For the other group note that cofinal in the family of all closed pairs in (X, X-x) are pairs of the form (X, X-U) where U is as above. Then Δ*(X, X -U Γ) and Δ*(Z7, U -U Γ) are chain equivalent. Since U is simply connected, A, B) is closed in X then H,{A, 5 hom(Γ, G)) = #*(hom(Δ*μ, B Γ), Q)). We already remarked that if X is HLC then, A*(A, B\ Γ) has cohomology isomorphic to the Cech-Alexander cohomology of (A, B) with compact supports. It follows that in a locally compact HLC space X the groups H_^ (A, B; hom(Γ, G) ) are isomorphic to the Borel-Moore homology groups [1] of (A, B) with coefficients hom(Γ, G). 9. Homology-cohomology comparison. In this section we construct a homomorphism from singular homology χ H£°(U, F) to singular cohomology 77* (X -F, X -U) with suitable coefficient systems. This homomorphism will depend on a cohomology class of H*(XxX,XxX-δ(X))
where δ{X) = {(*, y) e X x X\x = y} is the diagonal of X x X.
We shall assume Ψ* is an open covering of X such that if F, V eT' and FnF/0 then every closed path in V U V is null homotopic in X. If X is a paracompact space in which each point has an open neighborhood W with the property that every closed path in W is null homotopic in X, such a covering can be obtained as follows. Let W be an open covering of X by sets W such that every closed path in W is null homotopic in X (W is assumed to exist) and let "V be an open star refinement of W covering X (such star refinements exist because X is paracompact). Then Ψ* has the desired property.
In § §6 and 7 it was noted that for any Ac X the inclusion maps 
Since ω, α/ have the same endpoints and lie in VuV they are homotopic in X so Γ ω = Γ ω ': T x -• Γ x '. It follows that the composite of the isomorphisms Γ(σ) ^ Γ x ^ Γ(σ ; )
is independent of the choice of x e |σ| Π \σ'\ so there is a well-defined isomorphism /l σσ ': Γ(σ) « Γίσ 7 ). If σ, σ r , σ /r are singular simplexes such that \σ\ c F, |σ ; | c F ; , |σ ;/ | c F /; for V, F', F /7 G ^ and M n |σ ; |, |σ|n|σ"|, H Π |σ /; | are all non-empty, then λ σσ » = ^σ' σ "^(τσ' : Γ(σ) « Γ(σ /; ).
Using this notation if g G Γ(σ), then g\σU) = λ σσ^( g). It follows that if c = Σ σ 8aθ GΔf(r Γ), then and if u eΔ«(^~; Γ), then If Γ and F are local systems on X define ΓxΓ to be the local system onlxl such that (Γ x Γ\χ 9 y) = Γ x ® Γ y and (Γ x Γ) ω = Γ pΓl ω ® Γ P r 2 ω where prj: X x X -• X and pr 2 :lxl -^ I are projections to the first and second coordinates, respectively.
Let U e H n (X x X, X x X -δ(X) hom(i? x Γ, R)) be a given cohomology class (here we regard R as a constant local system on X in forming RxΓ on X x X) and let a G hom(Δ π (ΛΓ x X, X x X -δ(X) i? x Γ), R) be a cocycle representing t/.
Let τ: Δ*(X; i?) ® Δ*(X; Γ) -+ Δ*(X xI,ΛxΓ) be an Eilenberg-Zilber map [8] . Then τ is a natural chain map (so τ(Δ*(Ύ;i?)<g>Δ*(Z;Γ)) c Δ*(7 xZ,RxΓ) for all 7, Z c X), and in dimension 0, if [x] denotes the 0-singular simplex at the point and u vanishes on A n (X xX, X x X -δ{X)\ RxΓ)). This uniquely defines θ because, for every singular simplex σ', given c e *Δ~(^;Γ <g> Γ) there exist c x e A q {T~\T®Γ) and c 2 e x A q <> (T' n (X -\σ'\) Γ ® Γ) such that c = c λ + c 2 (so that Θ{c 2 ){σ') = 0 and θ(cχ)(σ') is a finite sum of terms of the form described above).
Given σ' in Δ n _ α+1 (F') for some V e Ψ~ let c = C\ + c 2 where ci G A q {V Γ ® Γ) and c 2 € *Δ£°(2^ n (A" -|σ'|) Γ ® Γ). Then δ(θ(c)) = δ(θ(c ι )) + δ(θ(c 2 )) and (5(θ(c 2 ) ))(σ') = 0 so (δ(θ(c) ))(σ f ) = (δ(θ(cι)))(σ'). To calculate (δ(θ(cι)))(σ') we need only calculate it for C\ of the form (g ® ,?') σ where |σ| n |σ'| ^ 0. In this case
where the corresponding term on the right is 0 if \σ\ Π |σ /(z) | = 0. If |σ| Π Iσ'^l ^ 0, then λ σ ,(o σ ιλ σσ ιw = λ σσ > so we obtain Now dτ(σ' Θ ^σ) = τ(5σ 7 ® ^σ) + (-l) /I " 4r+1 τ(σ / ® 9(gσ)) so that τ(5σ' ® gσ) = dτ(σ' ® ^σ) + (-l) w~^τ (σ / ®d(gσ)), and we obtain and w vanishes on the latter. Therefore, θ maps X n (X -B) Γ ® Γ) into Δ*(^ ,^nί; Γ).
If fic^cl, the following diagram is commutative (the top row is a short exact sequence with coefficients Γ®Γ, the bottom row is a short exact sequence with coefficients P, and the right-hand vertical map is defined to make the diagram commutative) (X -B)) -^x£^(ψ~ n (X -B), Ψ Π (X -A) Both θu and θ^ are natural and commute up to sign with connecting homomorphisms. The image θu(z) is the slant product U/z [7, 8] for local coefficients.
0-^xA^(^ n(X-A)) ->*Δ~(^ Π

Duality in manifolds.
Throughout this section X will be assumed to be an n manifold. We prove various duality theorems relating homology of a pair in X to cohomology of the complementary pair. THEOREM 10.1. Suppose X = U°^ointC/ where C[ is compact and Ci c C +i for each i. Then for any local system on X, H™(X; Γ) « lim{H n (X, X -C z , Γ)}.
Proof. By Lemma 1 on p. 299 of [8] H n+ϊ (X, X -Q?, Γ) = 0 for each / (the lemma referred to asserts the result for a constant local system G, but the same argument establishes the result for an arbitrary local system Γ). The theorem follows from this using Theorem 7.3. D It is straightforward to verify that lim {H n (X, X -C, G)} is the same as H%(X G) as defined on p. 299 of [8] . From Theorem 6 on p. 303 of [8] it follows that for a connected n manifold X, H™(X R) φ 0 if and only if X is orientable over R, and from Theorem 5 on p. 302 of [8] there is a bijection between orientations of X over R and generators of H™>(X;R).
In general there is a local system Γ^ on X with Γ x = H n (X,X-x;R) and, if ω is a path in I , Γ x : Γ^( O x -• Γ^( 1) is suitably defined as in [7] by "moving along ω ". The dual local system Γ z * = hom(Γ x , R) has the property that r£* « H n (X, X-x R) for all x e X. In fact, Γ^ « i? for each x G X and Γ^ corresponds to multiplication of i? by ±1 depending on ω. Therefore, Γ x * « Γ x . On X x X the local system i? x Γ z * is isomorphic to hom(i? x Γ x , i?). For x G X there are isomorphisms H n (X,X-x; Γ x ) « hom(i/ w (X, X -x R) Γf) « hom(i/"(X, X -x i?), H n {X, X -x /?)) and z x G H n (X 9 X -x Γ x ) will denote the element corresponding under the above to the identity map of H n [X, X -x R).
A ΓΛom class on X is an element U G i/"(X x X, X x X -δ{X) hom(i? x Γ x , R)) such that, for each x G X, θ c u (z x ) = I e H c (x; R). It is known (Theorem 4.7 in [7] ) that every manifold has a unique Thorn class. In the sequel we use the Thorn class U in defining θ and θ c and omit specific reference to U in the notation. THEOREM every closed pair (A,B ) in X and every local system Γ of R modules on X there are isomorphisms 9: X H™{X -B 9 X-A\T X ®T) π Ή n~q (A ,B;Γ) and
For
Proof. In §9 we defined a map
θ c : A^ Π(X -B), ^ n(X -A);Γ X ®Γ) ->A* C (^ ΠA, 3r ΠB Γ)
for (A, B) a closed pair in X. Define a chain complex (C, d) so that Q = Δ"'Vn^,^Π5;Γ) and 9: Q -* C q . x equals (5:
ΔΓ^n^,^n£;Γ)^ΔΓ* + \^n^,^n£;Γ). Then θ c is a map of degree 0 from Δ*(^n(X-£), ^Π(X-,4); Γ X ®Γ) to C* which commutes up to sign with d. By Theorem 10.2, θ c induces an isomorphism on homology. It follows that θ c also induces an isomorphism on cohomology H*(C* G) » iΓ(Δ*(T n (X -B), ^ n (X -Λ) Γ x ® Γ) G)
for any R module G. Because of the way C* is defined, this yields an isomorphism n (X -5), ^ Π (X -A) hom(Γ* ® Γ, (?)) and this corresponds to an isomorphism _^μ, 5 hom(Γ, G)) « /ί^(X -5, X -^ hom(Γ x ® Γ, Because of the special nature of the local system Γ^ it is easy to see that hom(Γ z ® Γ, G) » T x ® hom(Γ, G) so that H n _ g (A, 5 hom(Γ, G)) « i/^(X -5, X -Λ T x ® hom(Γ,
D
In case X is orientable, T x w i? and the Theorems 10.2 and 10.4 assert isomorphisms of homology with coefficients in a constant system with cohomology in the same constant system. In the non-orientable case, however, if the homology is in a constant local system the corresponding cohomology has coefficients in a non-constant local system and vice versa.
